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PREFACE 
 

The first International Conference on Entrepreneurship was held at the Indian School of Business 
(ISB) in Hyderabad, India, on June 5–6, 2009. The theme of the conference was “Catalysts of 
Entrepreneurship: Policies for Growth.” Participants discussed policy issues that can impact the 
growth of entrepreneurship in India. This document summarizes the proceedings and includes 
several of the speakers’ presentations. We are grateful to ISB for organizing the conference. 
 
This product is part of the RAND Corporation conference proceedings series. RAND conference 
proceedings present a collection of papers delivered at a conference or a summary of the 
conference. The material herein has been vetted by the conference attendees, and both the 
introduction and the post-conference material have been reviewed and approved for publication by 
the Kauffman-RAND Institute for Entrepreneurship Public Policy, which is part of the RAND Institute 
for Civil Justice (ICJ).  ICJ research is supported by pooled grants from corporations, trade and 
professional associations, and individuals; by government grants and contracts; and by private 
foundations. The research presented at this conference was funded through the generosity of The 
Legatum Institute.   
 
The RAND Insti tute  for Civil  Jus tice 
 
The RAND Institute for Civil Justice is an independent research program within the RAND 
Corporation. The mission of RAND Institute for Civil Justice (ICJ) is to improve private and public 
decisionmaking on civil legal issues by supplying policymakers and the public with the results of 
objective, empirically based, analytic research. ICJ facilitates change in the civil justice system by 
analyzing trends and outcomes, identifying and evaluating policy options, and bringing together 
representatives of different interests to debate alternative solutions to policy problems. ICJ builds on 
a long tradition of RAND research characterized by an interdisciplinary, empirical approach to 
public policy issues and rigorous standards of quality, objectivity, and independence. 
 
ICJ research is supported by pooled grants from corporations, trade and professional associations, 
and individuals; by government grants and contracts; and by private foundations. ICJ disseminates 
its work widely to the legal, business, and research communities and to the general public. In 
accordance with RAND policy, all ICJ research products are subject to peer review before 
publication. ICJ publications do not necessarily reflect the opinions or policies of the research 
sponsors or of the ICJ Board of Overseers. 
 
The Kauffman-RAND Ins titu te for Entrepreneurship Public  Policy 
 
The Kauffman-RAND Institute for Entrepreneurship Public Policy, which is housed within the RAND 
Institute for Civil Justice, is dedicated to assessing and improving legal and regulatory policymaking 
as it relates to small businesses and entrepreneurship in a wide range of settings, including 
corporate governance, employment law, consumer law, securities regulation and business ethics. 
The institute’s work is supported by a grant from the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation. 
 
For additional information on the RAND Institute for Civil Justice or the Kauffman-RAND Institute for 
Entrepreneurship Public Policy, please contact: 
 

Jim Dertouzos, Direc tor 
RAND Institute for Civil Justice 
1776 Main Street 
P.O. Box 2138  
Santa Monica, CA 90407–2138 
310-393–0411 x7476 

Susan Gates, Director 
Kauffman-RAND Institute for Entrepreneurship 

Public Policy 
1776 Main Street, P.O. Box 2138 
Santa Monica, CA 90407–2138 
(310) 393–0411 x7452;  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The first International Conference on Entrepreneurship was held at the Indian School of Business (ISB) 
in Hyderabad, India, on June 5–6, 2009. The theme of the conference was “Catalysts of 
Entrepreneurship: Policies for Growth.” The two-day symposium was characterized by 
collaboration between policymakers, industry leaders, members of academia, and entrepreneurs. 
Participants shared a forum to deliberate on a comprehensive set of policy issues that can impact 
the growth of entrepreneurship in India.  
 
Emphasizing the importance of creating an effective ecosystem for entrepreneurial growth in his 
welcome address, Dean Ajit Rangnekar said, “Entrepreneurship was one of the first initiatives 
undertaken by the Indian School of Business. In a developing country like India, we need to bring 
the government, academia, industry, and regulators together so that there is a dialogue on 
important aspects of policy that can promote entrepreneurship in the country. We also need to 
create an effective ecosystem in which entrepreneurs may flourish and to grow.”  
 
Krishna Tanuku, executive director of the Wadhwani Centre for Entrepreneurship Development at the 
ISB, said, “According to a study conducted by the Kauffman Foundation, about a third of the U.S. 
economy, of $14.3 trillion, comes from companies that are less than 25 years old, showing that 
encouraging entrepreneurship has a huge multiplier effect on the economy. Using that as a 
benchmark, the opportunity for Indian entrepreneurs in enterprise creation and enterprise growth is 
estimated to be about $500 billion to $600 billion in the next eight to ten years.” 
 
The conference program was designed to focus on entrepreneurial development in two sectors: 
Education and Effective Utilization of Infrastructure. With the help of appropriate policies, these two 
sectors can generate the next wave of great entrepreneurial activity in India. The research work 
done by the ISB and the RAND Corporation, in partnership with the LEGATUM Institute, is the basis 
for the conference theme. The need for in-depth research on entrepreneurial development is 
highlighted by the fact that there are no Indian studies that connect the effect that government policy 
has on entrepreneurship. The ISB and RAND have come together to fill that void by studying the 
policy documents of 15 Indian states that are well known for encouraging entrepreneurship. 
 
The conference also featured academics from the ISB and the Pardee RAND Graduate School, 
presenting preliminary research findings on the micro-, small-, and medium-enterprise sector and the 
initiatives taken by Indian states toward promoting entrepreneurship. While the potential for growth 
is immense, there are multiple challenges vis-à-vis policy and regulatory frameworks. Separate 
panels discussed the role of policies in hampering and fostering entrepreneurship within the 
education and infrastructure-utilization sectors.  
 
The key areas of discussions centered on 

• policies and practices that encourage or discourage entrepreneurs in India both at the state 
and the central government level 

• the performance of recent reform structures, such as a single window clearance vis-à-vis 
new venture creation, with specific focus on sector-specific variations 

• current regulatory regimes.  
 
This conference has helped evolve an effective, pragmatic, and comprehensive set of policy 
discussions and preliminary recommendations to promote entrepreneurship in India. In addition, it 
has raised questions that need to be further researched while highlighting the need for action and 
the road ahead.  



The Challenges of  Entrepreneurship 
 
“Entrepreneurs are self-motivated and will find opportunities for success whether the environment is 
conducive or not,” said Nagarajan Vittal, former Central Vigilance Commissioner (CVC) and the 
keynote speaker at the conference. He cited the example of Karsanbhai Patel, who started as a 
chemical lab assistant and later went on to develop Nirma Washing Powder, an affordable 
detergent that forced Hindustan Lever to sit up and take notice. In Patel’s case, government policies 
were in his favor. Aditya Birla, on the other hand, moved to Egypt because he felt that policies in 
India were too restrictive for him to achieve the kind of growth he envisioned. In both instances, the 
entrepreneurs had grand visions. However, it is essential to combine vision with action, and to 
create wealth and justice along the way.  
 
In this context, systematic evidence-based policy research can come to the rescue of developing 
economies, by seeking to clarify the forces that encourage entrepreneurship. These forces include 
incentive structures, stakeholders, and future labor force demands. Such research can also help 
reduce bureaucratic impediments for entrepreneurship by ensuring good governance models and 
helping to develop performance indicators for empirical measurement of progress. In addition, 
research can help educate policymakers on best practices in entrepreneurial policy. Citing the 
example of the RAND-Qatar Policy Institute, Bruce Nardulli elaborated on how a joint venture 
initiated in 2001 between the RAND Corporation and the government of Qatar aimed to bring in 
empirically based policy options to redefine the K–12 educational system. Recognizing that an 
ecosystem of educational and economic reforms is necessary to improve human capital, growth, 
and entrepreneurship, Qatar’s senior leadership has already embarked on reforms at the university 
level.  
 
In his keynote address, Evan Feigenbaum, a senior fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations, 
spoke about his experience in the U.S. government and the bond between the United States and 
India. He said, “When I served in the U.S. government, I did have the privilege of helping to push 
forward the strategic partnership between the U.S. and India. Like entrepreneurs, who question 
assumptions, take risks, and ultimately turn big ideas into path-breaking innovations, those of us 
who have worked on behalf of U.S.-India relations have, in some sense, been entrepreneurs. Much 
like the entrepreneurs in this room, both governments have had to turn bold ideas into policy 
innovations. And the U.S.-India relationship itself became a kind of exercise in entrepreneurship.” 
 
Vittal pointed out that one of the key issues that needs to be addressed during the process of 
developing an ecosystem for entrepreneurial growth is fostering ethical entrepreneurship that rests on 
the tenets of honesty and justice. “Honest businessmen can be created, provided you have a system 
in which people are punished for corruption,” he added.  
 
“Considering that we have 5,000 obsolete laws in India, we should think along the lines of 
adopting something akin to the sunset principle in the U.S., in which old laws are systematically 
phased out after some time and retained only if they are modified. One of the fallouts of this 
incredibly stifling regulatory framework is the presence of middlemen. Operating costs across the 
board can go up 5 to 20 percent due to corruption. Corruption can be reduced using information 
technology and by applying the five principles of engineering: elimination, combination, 
modification, resequencing, and substitution,” said Vittal. Som Mittal, president of NASSCOM, 
pointed out that ‘‘The government needs to make the environment conducive to do business in 
India.” “In the next 10 to 12 years, India is going to be brimming with opportunities. Eighty percent 
of these opportunities are going to be in virgin markets, virgin areas, and virgin verticals; areas 
that haven’t yet emerged today,” Mittal added. 
 
 
 
 



Panel  on Entrepreneurship in the Educat ion Sector: Recommendat ions 
• Schools are allowed to register only as a trust or a society, and not as a public/private 

limited firm. This increases the barriers of entry and discourages entrepreneurship in this 
segment. 

• Although the education sector is regulated, the educational institutions themselves must be 
accredited. 

• Lack of good exit options is a big hindrance to attracting foreign investment in the 
education space. 

• Give education official “Industry” status. 
• Schools should be allowed to seek affiliation from central, state, and foreign boards. 
• Government should formulate an appropriate level of regulation of schools to encourage 

more private players to enter the industry. 
• Encouraging private players to leverage IT and broadband communications could, to a 

certain extent, take care of the problem of reaching out to the masses and providing 
“education for all.” 

• Government should apply segment-specific add-on policies to a very basic core set of 
policies in the education sector – different policies for preschool, K–12, vocational, 
finishing schools, colleges, post-graduation degrees, and others. 

• Encourage teacher training and skill enhancement for teachers in public schools. 
 
Questions for Further Study 

• Do Indian private schools and colleges cater only to the elite? Should there be a cap on the 
fees that can be charged by private schools? How should this be rationalized? 

• Should the government look at reducing regulation for private schools? Would this help 
solve the problem of “affordable education for all”? 

• What are the barriers to scale in entrepreneurship in education in India? 
• Is entrepreneurship in the education industry seen as just another example of how Special 

Economic Zones (SEZs) are viewed (i.e., as a land bank)? Is the education industry 
attracting more interest from infrastructure leasing firms? 

• Quality and Private vs. Quantity and Public. Are there any business models that provide 
quality education to the bottom of the pyramid? Is quality education only for the elite? Are 
they different segments? 

• Are the exit options for investors in this segment too stringent? Is the current regulatory system 
unattractive to foreign investors? 

• The current vocational training institutes lack the elasticity to respond to labor market 
demands due to nonindustry participation in the curriculum development. Can public-
private partnerships (PPP) address this issue? 

 
 
Panel  on Infrast ructure Ut il ization: Recommendations  

• There is a need for a substantive policy think tank in India. 
• Multiple entrepreneurial opportunities could be created to act as support systems that help 

build the ecosystem for sustainable industrial clusters, SEZs, and other industry 
conglomerates. 

• Entrepreneurial opportunities in the alternative and renewable energy, supply chain and 
logistics, and MSME clusters need to be fully explored and encouraged by the government. 

• States should have better policies for land titles, as the land title issue hampers real estate 
development. 

 
Questions for Further Study 

• Is the “Rurban” model in Gujarat a good model for rural urban development? Can it be an 
effective model that can be replicated across India? Does one size fit all? 

• Can the government promote cluster policies and provide an ecosystem that enables 
entrepreneurs with mutual interests to learn from and support each other? 



• What policies can help develop clusters close to industrial areas, thereby facilitating the 
creation of an entire city? Such policies would help establish and promote more cities in 
the country, thus leading to greater entrepreneurial opportunities. 

 
 



OVERVIEW OF ONGOING ISB-RAND RESEARCH 
 
Objective  of  the Research  
William Inboden, senior vice president of the LEGATUM Institute, said that the LEGATUM Institute 
was drawn to entrepreneurship research because of its Prosperity Index results. The LEGATUM 
Institute developed the Prosperity Index to measure prosperity across countries. The Prosperity Index 
focuses on two aspects – economic growth and quality of life; entrepreneurship is reflected on both 
sides of the index.  
 
Fred Kipperman, a fellow at the RAND-Kauffman Institute for Entrepreneurship Public Policy, chaired 
the ISB-RAND ongoing research and preliminary findings overview session.  
 
The ISB-RAND research, supported by the LEGATUM Institute, aims to systematically study the role of 
Indian public policy, especially state-level policy, and its relation to entrepreneurial outcomes. It also 
looks at the current trends of micro-, small-, and medium-enterprises (MSMEs) in India and how they 
are impacted by certain state-level policies. A trend analysis from annual data for 1991–2002 was 
conducted. Data were collected across 35 states and union territories. Much of the data in this 
research were sourced from the All India Census of Small-Scale Industries (SSI), Annual Reports, 
Ministry of MSME, indiastat.com, the Central Statistical Organisation (CSO), and National 
Accounts Statistics.  
 
More specifically, the research analyzes the impact of specific outlays and subsidies in the form of 
investments in industrial parks, clusters, and state expenditure on support technology in the MSME 
sector. 
 
The broad categories of research that are being addressed by this research effort are 

• Overview of the Indian MSME Landscape 
• State Industrial Policies 
• State-level Policies and Entrepreneurial Outcomes 
• Effects of Single Window Clearance on Indian Manufacturing Firms 
• Survey of Innovation in the SME Sector 
• Public-Private Partnerships in Infrastructure Projects. 

 
Overview of the Indian MSME Landscape  
Preliminary findings indicate the MSME sector contributes 8 percent to the country’s GDP and 
employs 8.1 percent of the total Indian labor force – close to 41 million people. MSMEs account for 
40 percent of all Indian exports and are responsible for 45 percent of the total manufacturing 
output. The MSME sector comprises 13 million firms, out of which only 2.2 million are registered. 
Out of the 13 million firms, “sick” units – that is, units that are underperforming or close to 
insolvency – make up 14.5 percent of the registered and 7.6 percent of the unregistered firms.  
 
What makes the MSME sector even more relevant for the study is the fact that it is estimated to grow 
at the rate of 12.3 percent in the 11th Five-Year Plan (2007–2012), as opposed to an overall 
industrial growth rate of 9.8 percent. From 1991 to 2006, the average growth rate of this sector 
was consistently higher than the industrial growth rate, with the exception of 1995–1996. The 
MSME sector got a new lease on life in 1999 with the formation of the Ministry of MSME. This 
gave the sector a new focus on government policy, which has helped it establish a new path of 
accelerated growth. The National Board for MSME was formed with the clear mandate and 
objective of managing cluster development, training entrepreneurs, developing infrastructure, and 
promoting financial access. 
 
The MSME Development Act of 2006 introduced a number of new policies, such as a simplified 
registration process for new MSMEs. This now involves completing a memorandum instead of the 
earlier, more time-consuming process. With this new process in place, District Industry Centres 



(DICs) no longer have to shoulder the administrative burden of MSME registration. Another change 
implemented in the act is the systematic penalties imposed on late payments from suppliers. Often, 
large firms delay payments to smaller firms, putting a strain on the latter’s working capital resources. 
The penalty imposed is that payments delayed by more than 45 days must incur a compound 
interest rate, which is three times the bank rate notified by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). Thus, the 
act ensures smoother flow of working capital for firms that may be cash-starved.  
 
A noteworthy shortcoming of the MSME Development Act of 2006 is that it does not substantially 
address labor policy. The act does not encourage provisions for more flexible employment 
policies, nor does it have provisions to promote entrepreneurship among women in spite of the 
clear objective laid out in the 11th five-year plan (2007). 
 
Another important preliminary research finding is a negative correlation between subsidies and 
growth parameters. While this does not imply causality, the statistics do provide a starting point for 
further investigation. The lesson is that, sometimes, general investment in banks, labor reforms, and 
infrastructure might have a better impact on MSMEs. The caveat is that we are looking at state-level 
outcomes, and this might change with respect to individual outcomes.  
 
Another interesting aspect of the operating landscape of the MSME sector is the constraints of 
expensive capital. Shamika Ravi pointed out that banks were picking larger borrowers to meet their 
40 percent priority lending target, which was effectively crowding out smaller firms. Since 
enterprises with a net worth less than Rs. 10 crore (100 million rupees) cannot access the stock 
market, they often end up borrowing from banks at a higher interest rate than the Prime Lending Rate 
(PLR). In contrast, bigger firms are in a better bargaining position and tend to end up with better 
deals with the banks.  
 
 
State  Industrial  Policies  
This component of the in-progress research, dealing with state-level initiatives for entrepreneurship, 
was conducted by Elizabeth Brown, a doctoral fellow at the Pardee RAND Graduate School. 
Brown studied the effect of state industrial policies on entrepreneurial results. For her preliminary 
research, she developed a data set of state-level policies, so that policies across states can be 
compared and connected to outcomes.  
 
Brown used the most current policy documentation from the Office of the Development 
Commissioner, Ministry of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises Web site. Although the Web site 
contains links to an industrial policy for each Indian state, it is not known if the MSME Ministry 
makes it mandatory for states to report their MSME policy statements. However, since every Indian 
state presents a policy statement, Brown assumed that reporting is required. Brown chose 15 states 
with adequate entrepreneurial activity and data for research: Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, 
Gujarat, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Punjab, Rajasthan, West Bengal, Maharashtra, Haryana, 
Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, and Uttar Pradesh.  
 
Brown included 23 unique policies across all states to create a universal list. She compared each 
state’s policy statement against the universal list, and presented the results in a matrix that she used to 
analyze the number of policies each state adopted. She then grouped these policies into meaningful 
categories, each of which targeted a specific purpose. For example, some policies supported 
people, technology, and capital, whereas others reduced bureaucratic burden. 
 
The matrix revealed a wide variation in adoption of policies by states. Andhra Pradesh, Uttar 
Pradesh, and Madhya Pradesh, for example, had adopted the most policies, but exhibited 
considerable variation in terms of the nature of those policies. Bihar and West Bengal had adopted 
the fewest policies. This, however, does not touch upon the implementation aspect and is only 
indicative of the intentions of the respective state governments. Supporting business infrastructure 



policy was the most popular policy across states. Some states adopted complementary policies. 
For example, research and development policies were adopted in conjunction with support for 
technology clusters and support for infrastructure. SEZ-related policies were adopted in conjunction 
with export subsidies and other business-friendly policies. Policies that reduced bureaucratic burden 
and increased social good were found together in most states. Policies that reduced bureaucratic 
burden were also found with policies that supported business infrastructure and increased the state’s 
outward orientation. Also, policies supporting people, technology, and capital were negatively 
correlated with policies intended to reduce the bureaucratic burden. A correlation between certain 
government policies and the growth of MSMEs in the states was established. As a result, it may be 
concluded that microfinance is more effective than subsidies in providing impetus to the growth of 
MSMEs. 
 
 
State-Level  Polic ies and Entrepreneurial Outcomes  
Krishna Kumar, a senior economist at RAND and a professor at the Pardee RAND Graduate 
School, explored the effect of state-level policies on entrepreneurial outcomes. His research on 
entrepreneurship among women showed preliminary findings indicating that policies that give 
preferential treatment to women are positively correlated with the degree of entrepreneurship. It is yet 
another challenge to motivate entrepreneurial activities in rural areas.  
 
With respect to promoting women entrepreneurs, a study conducted in Sri Lanka revealed an 
interesting pattern. It was found that when money is given to men, the growth tends to be faster. 
However, when money is lent to women, while there may be less growth, the money generated is 
well spent and goes into education, health, and betterment of the household. Kumar pointed out that 
economic development is highly correlated with the well-being of women. So although promoting 
entrepreneurship among women may not directly accelerate growth, future generations will benefit 
from an increase in such entrepreneurship. This illustrates the concept of human capital transmission 
across generations. Hence, entrepreneurship among women should be encouraged in spite of the 
potential growth tradeoff. 
 
On a more positive note, Kumar said that “economic growth and equitable development are not 
necessarily disconnected pieces. They can be two sides of the same coin.” If you empower 
someone in a village to be an entrepreneur, Kumar explained, it results in growth. Hence, growth-
oriented policies and entrepreneurship-related policies need not be different. The way forward is to 
create wealth at the bottom of the pyramid, by creating policies that enable access to training and 
credit. Microfinance is a very good vehicle that will increase access to credit and ensure that a 
lower stratum of the economy has financing options. There seems to be an inherent dichotomy in the 
fact that when government provides subsidies, the growth of MSMEs is not positively impacted, 
whereas when banks provide credit, it leads to growth. One of the reasons for this is the choice of 
recipient of that credit. When banks provide finance to people, they select people who are likely to 
make a profit and repay the loan. But when government provides financial subsidies, it is not the 
same as banks providing finance. This is because government provides finance subsidies to 
remaining “sick” units – i.e., units that are underperforming or nearly insolvent. According to Milton 
Friedman, “When a private enterprise fails we shut it down; when the government fails we pump in 
more money.” Since the financial subsidies are targeted at units that are failing, it seems that these 
subsidies have a negative effect on growth. There is a negative correlation between subsidies and 
growth, although this need not imply causality. It is because subsidies are given when there are a lot 
of sick units. 
 
Additionally, subsidies reduce innovation and efficiency. They may be helpful to entrepreneurs to 
provide the initial nudge, said Kumar, but they should be targeted and time-bound to be most 
effective. For example, once the firm achieves a certain size or growth, subsidies should be 
withdrawn.  



Effects  of Single Window Clearance on Indian Manufac turing Fi rms  
Neeraj Sood, an economist at RAND and a professor at the Pardee RAND Graduate School, is 
working with a team of RAND researchers on a project aimed at introducing policy reform in India 
through empirical research and data gathered from Indian settings. They are evaluating the effect of 
the Single Window Clearance (SWC) system, a concept to streamline interaction with regulatory 
authorities and provide new and existing firms with a single point of contact for regulatory permits. 
The SWC system is also intended to increase efficiency of the government clearance system and 
curb multiple nodes of corruption.  
 
The researchers looked at data from 15 Indian states and evaluated the timing of implementation of 
SWC policies and their effect on three primary performance metrics: number of new firms, 
performance of existing firms in terms of reducing regulatory burden, and increases in turnover and 
assets.  
 
The researchers divided the Indian states into three core categories: Early Adopters (states such as 
West Bengal, Assam, Rajasthan, and Uttar Pradesh, which implemented the SWC system before 
2000); Average Adopters (states such as Kerala, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, 
Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, and Orissa, which adopted the system from 2000 to 
2004); and Late Adopters (states such as Haryana, Punjab, Chandigarh, Bihar, and Maharashtra, 
which adopted the system after 2004). The research assumes that this is one of the prime factors that 
influence the chosen performance metrics research.  
 
The preliminary findings indicate that the SWC system seems to be working primarily in three ways: 

• Data on the number of new firms showed that Early Adopters of the SWC policy clearly 
had much stronger entrepreneurial activity, with high growth in the number of new firms. 

• SWC reforms cut regulatory burden for both new and existing firms, since much less 
managerial time is spent on regulatory activities. The researchers compared data from an 
enterprise survey in 2002 and 2005 and found that firms’ sales and assets growth was 
positively correlated with SWC system implementation. The decrease in regulatory burden 
appears to spur growth in manufacturing. 

• The SWC system is more likely to benefit larger firms in the organized sector, as opposed 
to smaller firms. 

 
Survey of SME Innovation  
Arnab Mukherjee of the Pardee RAND Graduate School emphasized the overall importance of the 
SME sector to the economy. It is a very dynamic part of the economy, particularly because it is 
growing twice as fast as the rest of the economy.  
 
Mukherjee said that growth in the SME sector must be maintained in order to produce sustained 
overall growth rates. Innovation is a key to maintaining such competitiveness in existing markets, 
and innovation can help create new markets for products. Examining countries such as Malaysia, 
the United States, and the United Kingdom may be useful for understanding how innovation can 
help India grow, and how such innovation affects products and processes.  
 
To improve our understanding of the type of processes and managerial adaptations that lead to 
innovation, a survey of SMEs is being conducted, with the following objectives:  
 

• The survey will assess whether SMEs value innovation. It will also characterize SMEs in 
terms of 

o the specific type and size of industry 
o the location (market, goods produced, production methods) 
o business and policy environment issues 
o the Impact of financial literacy on ability to effectively acquire funding. 



• In addition, the survey will examine the documented history of firms that have obtained 
patents, copyrights, and trademarks, as a means of understanding innovation by SMEs. 

 
Public-Pr ivate  Partnerships in Infrast ructure Projects in India  
There is ongoing research on the public-private partnerships in infrastructure (PPI) landscape in 
India, and on the exploration of infrastructure opportunities. As presented by Krishna Kumar, PPIs 
are relevant to entrepreneurship: India faces a significant shortfall of $190 billion in financing key 
infrastructure projects, and PPIs help promote capital market development and create a more 
rational pricing structure. However, PPIs are not a panacea.  
 
The inherent obstacles in the system are the inadequacy of the domestic credit market system and the 
inability to manage the PPI process and control monopolies. Another key issue is the limited returns 
in some sectors due to government subsidies, which discourage private partners.  
 
Many of the infrastructure projects are politically sensitive. On a sensitivity scale, we can rank the 
sectors as follows, with 1 being the least politically sensitive and 4 being the most: 

1. Telecom 
2. Ports and airports  
3. Energy 
4. Water and sanitation. 

 
In the latter cases, the chances of break-even are low, and hence there is greater hesitation. PPIs 
differ considerably based on the involvement of the private sector, and they can be categorized as 
follows: 

1. Management control 
2. Lease contract 
3. Greenfield project 
4. Divestiture. 

 
The risk and the capital investment by private partners changes depending on the above categories, 
with 1 being the least capital-intensive and risky for private investors, and 4 being the most risky.  
 
India is among the top 10 PPIs in the world. Brazil ranks number 1 in the world for PPI, as a 
percentage of gross fixed capital invested. India’s PPI landscape has also grown sufficiently since 
1990. In terms of PPI expenditure on the different sectors, India spent around 31.5 percent on 
energy, 45.5 percent on telecom, 22.7 percent on transport, and the balance on water and sewage 
treatment.  
 
The types of PPIs in India are segmented as follows: Concession –14.8 percent; Divestitures – 5.6 
percent; Greenfield – 79.7 percent; and Management and Lease contracts – negligible.  
 
Regression analysis showed that the amount of PPI reduces with an increase per capita GDP. This 
may be because the governments of developed countries have adequate funds to develop the 
project themselves, or because they already have a well-developed infrastructure in place and hence 
will not have to spend as much as developing countries. 
 
Summary of Prel iminary Research F indings  

• There was a wide variation in adoption of policies among the 15 states studied. 
• Government outlays for SMEs do not always result in positive outcomes in the SME sector. 

The correlation of number of SME units and their output and employment are in fact 
negatively correlated with expenditures on financial subsidy (though no causality is 
implied). 

• When government provides subsidies, the growth of MSMEs is not positively impacted, 
whereas when banks provide credit, it leads to growth. 



• The Single Window Clearance system increases firm formation, but the effect is more 
pronounced for firms with more than 10 employees (the organized sector). 

• The SWC system is also positively associated with sales and asset growth. 
• Implementation of the SWC system brought down time spent on regulations by 5 percent. 
• The MSME Development Act of 2006 lacks substantial labor policy. The act does not 

encourage provisions for more flexible employment policies. The act does not have 
provisions to promote entrepreneurship among women in spite of the clear objective laid 
out in the 11th five-year plan (2007). 

• Microfinance is more effective than subsidies in providing impetus to the growth of 
MSMEs. 

• Policies that are geared toward individuals (subsidies for human capital and training, 
access to capital, special treatment of women entrepreneurs, etc.) positively influence the 
decisions of individuals to become entrepreneurs. Policies aimed at industry (SEZs, 
openness, infrastructure support, etc.) do not influence the decisions of individuals to 
become entrepreneurs or, in some cases, influence them negatively. 

• The implication is that different sets of policies might be needed to encourage 
entrepreneurship at the grassroots and at more established levels. 



CONCLUSION 
 
These proceedings document and summarizes the deliberations at the first International Conference 
on Entrepreneurship, titled “Catalysts of Entrepreneurship: Policies for Growth.” The conference 
focused primarily on two sectors: Education and Effective Infrastructure Utilization through 
entrepreneurship. 
 
This document presents an overview of the Indian MSME landscape with specific reference to state 
industrial policies. The focus is on state-level policies vis-à-vis entrepreneurial outcomes. 
Deliberations on the effects of the Single Window Clearance system on Indian manufacturing firms 
and the effects of public-private partnerships in infrastructure projects in India provide practical 
insights from industry experts, policymakers, and researchers/academicians who have expertise in 
these specific areas. While discussing the way forward in both education and infrastructure 
utilization, these proceedings also present key findings, recommendations, and questions for further 
research. 
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Well, thank you very much, and thank you all for coming out on a Saturday morning.  And let me just say 
what an absolute pleasure it is to be back in India, and especially to be at the Indian School of Business for 
the first time.  I’ve read and heard so much about this institution.  And it’s also a very special pleasure to be 
in Hyderabad.  This, of course, is a conference on entrepreneurship.  And in so many ways, this city—and, 
I think, south India, more generally—really exemplify the very essence of Indian entrepreneurship.  So 
thanks very much for having me.  I’ve enjoyed the conference thus far, and I look forward to the rest of the 
discussion. 

 

Now, I should come clean at the very outset by confessing that I’m neither a technology entrepreneur nor 
much of a management entrepreneur.  I didn’t start a business.  I didn’t develop a high technology product.  
I didn’t create some path-breaking innovation, like so many Indian, non-resident Indian, and American 
entrepreneurs, including some of you. 

 

But when I served in the U.S. government until just a few months ago, I did have the privilege of helping to 
push forward the strategic partnership between the United States and India.  And from my standpoint, at 
least, that makes me one of a group of Indian and American policy entrepreneurs:  political leaders, 
diplomats, bureaucrats, legislators, businesspeople, students, scholars and ordinary citizens who 
recognized—and then sought to capitalize on—important and emerging economic and strategic 
possibilities between our countries.   

 

Absolutely nothing about this partnership has been inevitable.  If it had, we would have been strategic 
partners long ago.   
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But like entrepreneurs, who question assumptions, take risks, break a little china, and ultimately turn big 
ideas into path-breaking innovations, those of us who have, in whatever measure, worked on behalf of 
U.S.-India relations have had, in some sense, also to be entrepreneurs.   

 

Ask yourself, for instance, just how it could be that the world’s largest democracy and its oldest democracy 
ended up in so much ideational and policy disagreement, rancor, and acrimony during the Cold War?   

 

How could it be that two such entrepreneurial peoples as Indians and Americans ended up with virtually no 
economic content to their relations for more than fifty years? 

 

So much about today’s U.S.-India relationship was unexpected even just ten years ago.  And so, much like 
the entrepreneurs in this room, both governments have had to turn bold ideas into policy innovations.  And 
so the U.S.-India relationship itself became a kind of exercise in entrepreneurship, one that brought together 
many, many people on behalf of a very big idea. 

 

Now, in that spirit, I thought what I would do today is to talk briefly about three things:   

 

First, I want to provide a little context by saying something about how we got here – in other words, how 
the United States and India, two countries that looked so warily at each other for so long, came to forge an 
emerging partnership – and also what could support that partnership, or else what might set us back.   

 

Second, I’ll say something about how economics, trade, and investment fit into all that.  And I’ll also say 
something about where I think some of the obstacles to closer economic relations still lie.   

 

Finally, I’ll say something about how entrepreneurship has contributed—and, I think, can contribute still 
more—to our relations. 

 

So let me start with the United States and India.  Frankly, this is a partnership that should have emerged 
long ago, but didn’t.  And I don’t need to review the many reasons why, or the aborted earlier efforts to 
remove some of the old acrimony.   

 

Suffice it to say that the three main obstacles to closer U.S.-India relations have, after several decades, been 
removed:   
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The first obstacle was, of course, the Cold War.  Locked in a strategic and ideological struggle with the 
Soviet Union, Americans sought partners and, yes, Americans asked countries to choose sides.   

 

India’s nonalignment—which some Americans saw as a quasi-alignment with the Soviet Union—did not fit 
easily with that worldview.  And so as India has reassessed its own priorities and strategic options in the 
wake of the Soviet collapse, the United States, too, has found some common ground with India amidst the 
geopolitical and geoeconomic changes that flowed from the end of the Cold War.   

 

A second obstacle—and it was a big one—was the almost complete lack of economic content to our 
relations.  And you here in India know the reasons for that better than anyone.   

 

Quite simply, India was not well integrated into the global economy, and certainly not into the global 
supply chains that have linked so many Asian and other countries to the U.S. economy.  Until the 1990s, 
India also pursued policies that made trade with, and investment by, Americans especially difficult. 

 

The final obstacle involved India’s nuclear program.  And this, too, proved to be a very big obstacle 
indeed.   

 

As you may know, the Clinton Administration sought to improve U.S.-India relations without taking some of 
the steps that its successor took in this area.  And that revealed, I think, some of the limits on our 
relationship, especially from an Indian vantage point.   

 

Indeed, overcoming those limits became, in many ways, the underlying basis for the civil nuclear deal 
completed last year.  And so while I don’t need to review in detail the rationales for the deal, I should at 
least note that, from an Indian perspective—and on a fairly bipartisan basis between NDA and UPA 
governments—there was a perceived contradiction between America’s efforts to pursue a strategic 
partnership with India, on the one hand, while, on the other, pursuing policies that made India a principal 
target of American nonproliferation sanctions.  That, together with environmental, energy, and commercial-
related arguments—as well as India’s nonproliferation record and commitments—pushed both sides toward 
the deal. 

 

All three obstacles have now been removed.   
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The Cold War is over.  And we have built a partnership on a number of key economic and diplomatic 
issues. 

 

Our relations no longer lack economic content, in large part because India embarked on economic reforms 
in 1991 that have utterly changed the landscape here.  And these reforms helped to create the conditions 
for the economic content to our relations that had eluded us for so long.   

 

Indeed, India is now one of America’s fastest-growing trading partners.  And two-way trade nearly doubled 
between 2004 and 2007, from just under $30 billion to about $60 billion.  This still pales in comparison to 
the more than $350 billion U.S.-China trading relationship – China is America’s second-largest national 
trading partner.  But the trend is clear and the trajectory is accelerating.  And investment is no longer just 
one-way.  Indian companies, too, are investing in the United States.  Essar, for instance, bought Minnesota 
Steel.  

 

Finally, then, as I said, the civil nuclear agreement removed the third obstacle to closer relations.  And so 
we are well positioned to take U.S.-India relations to the next level.   

 

Now, that doesn’t mean we are going to agree on everything.  I, for one, am concerned, for instance, 
about how our governments will manage disagreements on climate and the future of the international 
trading regime.   

 

Entrepreneurs in both countries may be developing green technologies, but there will be a potentially 
contentious debate ahead about the demand side of controlling emissions—caps and such—as we move 
toward the Copenhagen conference this fall, which will seek to develop a new international convention to 
replace Kyoto.   

 

We’ll also have to manage some disagreements about the international trade regime that scuttled efforts 
last year to complete the Doha round.  And arms control, too, will be an issue that requires careful 
management as the United States focuses again on the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, and as we move 
toward a Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty review conference. 

 

But having said that, we’ve developed habits of cooperation that were unthinkable even five years ago.  
We’ve learned a lot about each other.  And we’re working in unprecedented ways on everything from 
counterterrorism to defense sales to education – for instance, through conversion of the American Fulbright 
program into a jointly funded Fulbright-Nehru fellowship that will expand and extend such opportunities in 
higher education.   
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So I think we can look back with pride on an absolutely transformational period in U.S.-India relations.   

 

In fact, if you look back not very far into history—just 12 or 13 years—there was a time in the United States 
when people thought very little about India at all, especially in elite American foreign policy opinion, and 
even, for that matter, in elite corporate and business opinion.  And when people did think about India, it 
was almost always in the narrow context of South Asia – usually hyphenated with Pakistan.  So everything 
was “Indo-Pak” this or “Indo-Pak” that:  Indo-Pak nuclear balance, Indo-Pak force balance, Indo-Pak 
relations.  

 

That’s changed.  And I think the change has a lot to do with what’s happened in India—the emergence of 
India as a global player economically—but also with what’s happened in the United States.  The world of 
2009 just isn’t the world of 1949, and we Americans know that.  Countries like India bulk larger in the 
world economy.   

 

And there are ties that bind us now that are developing in spite of government.  These are the ties between 
people like you:  entrepreneurs, businesspeople, students.  We have 95,000 Indian students in the United 
States – more than from any country in the world.  We have nearly three million Indian-Americans, who’ve 
played a vital role in forging closer ties between our countries.  And for its part, India has made great 
strides in welcoming non-resident Indians living in the United States and elsewhere to become entrepreneurs 
here in India.    

 

And so these people—and their contacts with one another—form a kind of “living bridge,” a very human 
bridge that increasingly binds the United States and India together. 

 

Now, let me turn to economics and trade.  As I said, we have a fast-growing partnership.  And it isn’t just 
big companies anymore.   

 

A February 2008 small and medium-sized enterprise summit on the margins of the U.S.-India Trade Policy 
Forum drew around 60 Indian SMEs, while on the U.S. side, companies like FedEx and UPS have been 
involved in helping American SMEs in their approach to India.  For instance, FedEx recently led a trade 
mission to India of 15-20 U.S. SMEs. 

 

But one statistic, in particular, suggests to me some of the obstacles:  While the United States is India’s 
number one trading partner in goods and services, India is America’s number 17 trading partner.  And that 
puts it in down the list and in a league with countries as small as Belgium and Ireland and Singapore and 
Malaysia – countries with populations of between just 4 and 20 million. 
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So how did this happen? 

 

Well, first, it reflects the legacy I described earlier:  we’re playing catch-up after decades in which our 
relations lacked economic content.  But it’s a function, too, of a series of structural impediments – some of 
which the Indian Government is working hard to address, others of which we are seeking to address jointly, 
but some of which still have some ways to go. 

 

I’m sure you know the list – and, yes, it’s a list with an American perspective.  But, then, one goal here—
and certainly at a conference like this—should be to seek ways to foster investment, support transnational 
networks of entrepreneurs, and encourage companies from the United States and India to find each other.  
So we need to be straightforward about what the obstacles are. 

 

And I know, in any case, that the Indian government—and many Indian companies, for that matter—have 
their own list of obstacles that they see in the United States:  rising protectionist sentiment, the question of 
technology licenses, and visa policies and processing.  These undoubtedly will continue to form part of the 
U.S.-India conversation. 

 

But what are some of these impediments? 

 

Investment caps, of course, including in sectors of greatest interest to American firms, such as retail and the 
financial sector.  And I certainly know this is politically controversial here.  Infrastructure.  Bureaucracy and 
regulations that, despite government efforts, continue to overwhelm all other factors as potential deterrents 
to starting a business in India. 

 

RAND’s research—and some of the research you’re going to hear about at this conference—illuminates 
these points. 

 

Likewise with the availability of skilled workers – the bedrock on which Indian growth has been based.  
Over the last few years, a surplus has turned into a shortage.   

 

And then there are educational reforms, which could help to keep Indian students, who so often choose to 
go abroad, here in India.  
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The research shows that these are critical concerns to business, not just to non-resident Indians but also to 
U.S. and other entrepreneurs interested in starting businesses in India.   

 

And there are other challenges:  regulations, tax laws, capital requirements, repatriation of profits as 
applied to foreign-owned business in India.  In all of these areas, transnational entrepreneurs have a stake. 

 

The good news, I think, is that the Government of India is well aware of these issues.  It has ambitious plans 
for infrastructure.  And this, too, has formed part of the U.S.-India conversation. 

 

And the government now has a strong electoral mandate to weigh the next stages of liberalization and 
reform. 

 

This, ultimately, is something only India can do.  It isn’t for foreigners to decide India’s best course.  And 
goodness knows, there’s a lot of debate here and elsewhere in the wake of the global financial crisis about 
“American” ideas. 

 

But India is ever more deeply intertwined into the fabric of the global economy.  Why did the crisis hit here 
in India, even though some believed its growth model and comparative lack of trade integration could 
insulate it?  As Reserve Bank Governor Subbarao recently told a Washington audience, it has a lot to do 
with India’s financial integration – in other words, Indian corporates borrowed heavily abroad.  And so 
even with a cautious national policy on financial liberalization here in India, we still live in a world where 
India is deeply integrated in other, sometimes unexpected, ways.  And there’s simply no denying the 
degree to which India’s choices—private and public—have already made it an increasingly important part 
of the global economic system. 

 

The trick with reform, then, is to remove the bottlenecks that, too often, stifle even Indian entrepreneurship.  
And so given those challenges, the sessions at this conference on increasing entrepreneurship in education 
and infrastructure should be immensely useful in debating issues such as foreign direct investment in 
education and public-private partnerships in infrastructure.  

 

Now, I want to just conclude with one more word about entrepreneurship.  It’s of course a key engine of 
economic growth, and it’s something at which Indians and Americans really do excel. 

  

Since the liberalization of the 1990s, there are clear signs that entrepreneurship has been on the rise in 
India.  But different states have different initiatives, and analysis from other countries has shown that 
policies aimed at small businesses have not always helped.  So this conference can help to fill that gap. 
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As our colleagues from RAND, Legatum, and the ISB will tell us, entrepreneurship can happen in a large 
firm or a small firm, or among those who aren’t currently entrepreneurs.  And so through policies geared 
discretely toward each of these groups, India can, one hopes, achieve in parallel its dual goals of rapid 
growth and inclusiveness. 

 

Ultimately, I suspect, this will require something of a public-private partnership – because as I said, this is 
one of those relationships that has moved forward, in large part in spite of government. 

 

Indian immigrants in the United States, in particular, have a wide range of professional ties to India, 
returning regularly for business, and to exchange technology and labor market information with colleagues 
and friends.  Some advise companies.  Others invest in start-ups and venture funds.  And still others have 
played an advisory role to the Indian Government – and, for that matter, to the U.S. Government. 

 

So we can only hope that state and local policymakers concerned with economic development recognize 
the growing importance of relationships with local entrepreneurs.   

 

Economic activity, particularly information-technology-related entrepreneurship, is highly localized 
everywhere in the world.  In Silicon Valley.  In Massachusetts.  In Beijing’s Zhongguancun neighborhood.  
And here in South India.  And that means regional governments are closest to—and are usually the most 
aggressive in promoting—technology-related entrepreneurship and growth.  

 

This suggests that that coordination between the U.S. and Indian governments needs to be complemented 
by efforts at the state and local levels.  Even as the Indian government weighs national-level education 
reforms—and even as the U.S. and Indian governments work together on initiatives like the new Fulbright-
Nehru program—issues related to education and training, corporate incorporation and location, monitoring 
of occupational health and safety standards, environmental impact, venture capital flows, even certain types 
of taxation, might also be addressed at the regional and state levels.  

 

Large firms can always find each other:  Boeing and Air India.  Lockheed and the Indian military.  General 
Electric and Westinghouse and, I hope, NPCIL.  But small and medium-sized enterprises need more help:  
national help, state-level help, and ultimately, policy incentives from both countries.  Indeed, the challenges 
to large firms, both Indian and American, are exacerbated in the SME sector precisely because they don’t 
have the same resources as large multinationals. 

 

The business climate matters.  For instance, the World Bank’s 2009 survey “Doing Business” tells us it takes 
30 days to start a business in India, and 17 days to export a product.  This is an affirmative change from 
the 89 days it took to start a business in 2004, and 36 that it took to export something.  But it’s still a 
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challenge for small and medium-sized enterprises, which have smaller margins, shorter timeframes, and 
higher transactions costs.    

 

So that’s the task ahead.  And that’s some of what I hope we’ll learn about at this conference —and some 
of what we all seek innovative policy and management solutions to. 

 

It is, as I said, just an incredibly exciting time for Americans and Indians to be involved with one another.  
So I look forward to the conversation.  Thanks for having me. 
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"" A first step in understanding how to foster A first step in understanding how to foster 

entrepreneurship in infrastructureentrepreneurship in infrastructure

!! Q&A / Discussion (Moderated by Q&A / Discussion (Moderated by Reuben Abraham, Reuben Abraham, ISBISB))
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Aim is to develop a Aim is to develop a ““Policy MatrixPolicy Matrix””

!! Research QuestionResearch Question
""What is the effect of state industrial policies What is the effect of state industrial policies 

on entrepreneurial outcomes? on entrepreneurial outcomes? 

!! Develop a data set of stateDevelop a data set of state--level policies level policies 
enabling the project toenabling the project to
""Compare state policy environmentsCompare state policy environments
""Use reproducible, transparent, quantitative Use reproducible, transparent, quantitative 

methods to connect policies to outcomesmethods to connect policies to outcomes
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Focus on 15 states with adequate Focus on 15 states with adequate 
entrepreneurial activity and dataentrepreneurial activity and data

• Andhra Pradesh

• Assam

• Bihar

• Gujarat

• Haryana

• Karnataka

• Kerala 

• Madhya Pradesh

• Maharashtra

• Orissa

• Punjab

• Rajasthan

• Uttar Pradesh

• Tamil Nadu

• West Bengal
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Gather and assemble stateGather and assemble state--level level 
policy informationpolicy information

!! Review and download documentsReview and download documents
"" Obtain official industrial policy documents for micro, Obtain official industrial policy documents for micro, 

small and mediumsmall and medium--sized enterprises for 15 Indian sized enterprises for 15 Indian 
states.states.

!! Inventory state industrial policies Inventory state industrial policies 
"" Inventory documentation and identify a Inventory documentation and identify a ““universaluniversal””

list of 23 unique policies. list of 23 unique policies. 

!! Compare each stateCompare each state’’s policy statement against the s policy statement against the 
universal listuniversal list

"" Designate a one if the state has the policy and a zero Designate a one if the state has the policy and a zero 
if the policy is absent. if the policy is absent. 

!! Create state policy data setCreate state policy data set
"" Organize the data in a spreadsheet with States listed Organize the data in a spreadsheet with States listed 

in rows and Policies in columns. in rows and Policies in columns. 
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StateState--policy data organized in a matrixpolicy data organized in a matrix
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Andhra!Pradesh 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

Uttar!Pradesh 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

Madhya!Pradesh 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0

TamilNadu 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

Kerala 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
Maharashtra 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

Punjab 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

Rajasthan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

Orissa 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Haryana 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Assam 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
Gujarat 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Karnataka 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
Bihar 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

West!Bengal 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
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Supporting people, technology, capitalSupporting people, technology, capital

1.1. Skill Development & Training, Human CapitalSkill Development & Training, Human Capital
•• Reimbursement for onReimbursement for on--thethe--job, vocational, industryjob, vocational, industry--

specific training, training institutionsspecific training, training institutions
2.2. ISO CertificationISO Certification

•• Reimbursement for quality assurance certification, e.g. Reimbursement for quality assurance certification, e.g. 
ISO 9000ISO 9000

3.3. Technology Technology UpgradationUpgradation
•• Reimbursement for technology acquisition, investment, Reimbursement for technology acquisition, investment, 

purchase purchase 
4.4. R&D Knowledge Capital DevelopmentR&D Knowledge Capital Development

•• Subsidy for public and private R&D, excellence, Subsidy for public and private R&D, excellence, 
institutioninstitution--building, facilities development, patent fee building, facilities development, patent fee 
waiverswaivers

5.5. Capital/Finance SubsidiesCapital/Finance Subsidies
•• Tax credits, interest waivers and concessional financingTax credits, interest waivers and concessional financing
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Reducing bureaucratic burdenReducing bureaucratic burden
6.6. Single Window ClearanceSingle Window Clearance

•• Speeds business permitting by consolidating Speeds business permitting by consolidating 
approvals at state or district levelapprovals at state or district level

7.7. Excise, Sales Tax, Excise, Sales Tax, OctroiOctroi, VAT Subsidies, VAT Subsidies
•• Policies reducing statePolicies reducing state’’s cut of business transactionss cut of business transactions

8.8. Business Registration, Entry Tax, and Stamp Duty SubsidiesBusiness Registration, Entry Tax, and Stamp Duty Subsidies
•• Policies reducing the fiscalPolicies reducing the fiscal--related related 

bureaucratic/administrative burden of doing business bureaucratic/administrative burden of doing business 
in the statein the state

9.9. Improving State Services to BusinessImproving State Services to Business
•• Administrative improvements, computerizationAdministrative improvements, computerization

10.10. Flexible Labor RegulationsFlexible Labor Regulations
•• Industry friendly, removing minimum wage Industry friendly, removing minimum wage 

protections, maximum work hoursprotections, maximum work hours
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Supporting business infrastructureSupporting business infrastructure
11.11. Cluster/Estate/Industry ParkCluster/Estate/Industry Park

•• Support for official Economic Clusters, Industrial Estates Support for official Economic Clusters, Industrial Estates 
and Parksand Parks

12.12. Industry ThrustIndustry Thrust
•• IndustryIndustry--specific incentives, not tied to geography specific incentives, not tied to geography 

13.13. Infrastructure SupportInfrastructure Support
•• Incentives for physical infrastructure improvements to Incentives for physical infrastructure improvements to 

roads, electrification, clusters, etc.roads, electrification, clusters, etc.
14.14. Electricity/Power SubsidiesElectricity/Power Subsidies

•• Subsidies and duty waivers for use, selfSubsidies and duty waivers for use, self--use or use or 
production of energy, state guarantees for continuous production of energy, state guarantees for continuous 
powerpower

15.15. Land Use Subsidy Land Use Subsidy 
•• Incentives for land development including land Incentives for land development including land 

development in a SEZ or Industrial Parkdevelopment in a SEZ or Industrial Park
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Increasing stateIncreasing state’’s outward orientations outward orientation

16.16. Export SubsidiesExport Subsidies
•• Special Concessions to exportSpecial Concessions to export--oriented businessesoriented businesses

17.17. FDI SubsidiesFDI Subsidies
•• Subsidies on foreign direct investment, fastSubsidies on foreign direct investment, fast--tracking FDI tracking FDI 

approvalsapprovals
18.18. Marketing Assistance SubsidiesMarketing Assistance Subsidies

•• Subsidies to participate in industry fairs, exhibits and Subsidies to participate in industry fairs, exhibits and 
events, direct reimbursement, assistance in market events, direct reimbursement, assistance in market 
identificationidentification

19.19. Special Economic Zone (SEZ)Special Economic Zone (SEZ)
•• Presence of a SEZ in the statePresence of a SEZ in the state
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Achieving social goodAchieving social good

20.20. Women EntrepreneursWomen Entrepreneurs
•• Incentives to encourage female entrepreneurshipIncentives to encourage female entrepreneurship

21.21. Scheduled Castes and Scheduled TribesScheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes
•• Incentives to encourage SC/ST entrepreneurshipIncentives to encourage SC/ST entrepreneurship

22.22. Sick FirmsSick Firms
•• Incentives for takeover and rehabilitation of firms inIncentives for takeover and rehabilitation of firms in

““sicksick”” industries industries
23.23. Environment, Quality of LifeEnvironment, Quality of Life

•• Incentives for water, waste, conservation measures,Incentives for water, waste, conservation measures,
environmental management, impact studiesenvironmental management, impact studies
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Wide variation in adoption of Wide variation in adoption of 
policies by statespolicies by states
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Supporting business infrastructure Supporting business infrastructure 
is most popular across statesis most popular across states
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States adoptingStates adopting
complementary policiescomplementary policies

!! Policies grouped togetherPolicies grouped together
"" R&D subsidies in conjunction withR&D subsidies in conjunction with

!! Support for technology clustersSupport for technology clusters
!! Assistance for technology, marketing, and Assistance for technology, marketing, and 

ISO certificationISO certification
!! Support for infrastructureSupport for infrastructure

"" SEZsSEZs in conjunction within conjunction with
!! Export subsidies Export subsidies 
!! BusinessBusiness--friendly policiesfriendly policies
!! Support for technology clusters and Support for technology clusters and 

infrastructureinfrastructure
!! Assistance for technology and marketingAssistance for technology and marketing
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States adoptingStates adopting
complementary policies (continued)complementary policies (continued)
!! Policies grouped together (continued)Policies grouped together (continued)

"" Policies that reduce bureaucratic burden and Policies that reduce bureaucratic burden and 
achieve a social good tend to be found together achieve a social good tend to be found together 
in most states. in most states. 

"" In some states, we find that reducing In some states, we find that reducing 
bureaucratic burden is found with supporting bureaucratic burden is found with supporting 
business infrastructure and with increasing a business infrastructure and with increasing a 
state's outward orientationstate's outward orientation

!! Uncorrelated Policy GroupsUncorrelated Policy Groups
"" Policies supporting people, technology, and Policies supporting people, technology, and 

capital arecapital are negatively correlated with policies negatively correlated with policies 
reducing the bureaucratic burden reducing the bureaucratic burden 
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Policy DocumentsPolicy Documents
State! Policy!Document!Name!

Andhra!Pradesh! Industrial!Investment!Promotion!Policy!2005"2010!

Assam! Assam!Industrial!Policy!2003!

Bihar! Industrial!Incentive!Policy!2006!

Gujarat! The!Industrial!Policy!2003!

Haryana! Industrial!Policy!1999!

Himachal!Pradesh! Industrial!Policy!2003!

Karnataka! New!Industrial!Policy"2006"2011!

Kerala! Industrial!&!Commercial!Policy!2007!

Madhya!Pradesh! Industrial!Promotion!Policy!"!2004!!

Maharashtra! Industrial!Investment!and!Infrastructure!Policy!of!Maharashtra!2006!!!

Orissa! Orissa!Industrial!Policy!"!2007!

Punjab! Industrial!Policy!"!2003!!

Rajasthan! Rajasthan!State!Industrial!Policy!

Tamil!Nadu! Micro,!Small!and!Medium!Industries!Policy!2008!

Uttar!Pradesh! Industrial!and!Service!Sector!Investment!Policy!2004!

West!Bengal! West!Bengal!Industrial!Policy!!

All!policy!documentation!was!downloaded!from!!http://www.laghu"udyog.com/policies/state/spolicies.htm!on!July!3,!2008.!

 

http://www.laghu-udyog.com/policies/state/spolicies.htm
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Outline of presentationOutline of presentation

1.1. Overview!of!the!MSME!sector!in!IndiaOverview!of!the!MSME!sector!in!India

2.2. Recent!trends!in!the!MSME!sector!(1991Recent!trends!in!the!MSME!sector!(1991""2007)!for!2007)!for!
registered!and!unregistered!unitsregistered!and!unregistered!units

3.3. Recent!Policy!Recent!Policy!–– MSME!Development!Act!2006MSME!Development!Act!2006

4.4. Brief!stateBrief!state""level!analysis!of!expenditures!and!outcomeslevel!analysis!of!expenditures!and!outcomes
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The MSME sector is a significant The MSME sector is a significant 
contributor to the Indian economycontributor to the Indian economy

1.1. 8% of National Gross Domestic Product8% of National Gross Domestic Product
2.2. 8.1% of total labor force (509 million) in India8.1% of total labor force (509 million) in India

•• 41 million employed41 million employed
3.3. 40% of total Indian exports40% of total Indian exports
4.4. 45% of total manufacturing output45% of total manufacturing output
5.5. 130 lakhs firms (108 lakhs unregistered +22 lakhs registered)130 lakhs firms (108 lakhs unregistered +22 lakhs registered)
6.6. Sick units: 14.5% registered and 7.6% unregisteredSick units: 14.5% registered and 7.6% unregistered
7.7. CompositionComposition

RegisteredRegistered UnregisteredUnregistered TotalTotal

Manufacturing/processingManufacturing/processing 62%62% 36.1%36.1% 33.6%33.6%

Repair/maintenanceRepair/maintenance 7.5%7.5% 18.5%18.5% 16.6%16.6%

ServicesServices 30.3%30.3% 45.4%45.4% 49.8%49.8%
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Steady Growth in number of MSME firmsSteady Growth in number of MSME firms

Data!source:!Annual!Reports,!Ministry!of!Small!Scale!Industries,Data!source:!Annual!Reports,!Ministry!of!Small!Scale!Industries, Government!of!IndiaGovernment!of!India

!! Unregistered firms have dominant share (86.3% in 2003Unregistered firms have dominant share (86.3% in 2003--’’04)04)

!! Registered firms have doubled in number (1990Registered firms have doubled in number (1990--2004)2004)
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Growth in MSME production has Growth in MSME production has 
accelerated since 2000accelerated since 2000

Data!source:!Annual!Reports,!Ministry!of!Small!Scale!Industries,Data!source:!Annual!Reports,!Ministry!of!Small!Scale!Industries, Government!of!IndiaGovernment!of!India

1999: new policy package1999: new policy package
"" Ministry of MSME formed (earlier SSI &ARI)Ministry of MSME formed (earlier SSI &ARI)
"" Consolidated policy: Credit, infrastructure, technology and markConsolidated policy: Credit, infrastructure, technology and marketingeting
"" Central Excise duty exemption limit raisedCentral Excise duty exemption limit raised
"" Reduction of the reserved product listReduction of the reserved product list
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Exports and domestic consumption Exports and domestic consumption 
accelerated since 2000accelerated since 2000

Data!source:!Annual!Reports,!Ministry!of!Small!Scale!Industries,Data!source:!Annual!Reports,!Ministry!of!Small!Scale!Industries, Government!of!IndiaGovernment!of!India

•• Exports in MSME sector has accelerated since 2000Exports in MSME sector has accelerated since 2000
•• Growth in domestic consumption more than growth in exportsGrowth in domestic consumption more than growth in exports
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Number of Number of ‘‘sicksick’’ MSME has come downMSME has come down

Data source: Annual Reports, Ministry of Small Scale Industries,Data source: Annual Reports, Ministry of Small Scale Industries, Government of IndiaGovernment of India

•• ‘‘SickSick’’ Units: erosion of net worth or delay in repayment of Units: erosion of net worth or delay in repayment of 
institutional loaninstitutional loan

•• Amount Outstanding is total institutional debt overdue >12 monthAmount Outstanding is total institutional debt overdue >12 monthss
•• The remaining The remaining ‘‘sicksick’’ units have become more indebtedunits have become more indebted
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Recent Major Policy Initiative: MSME Recent Major Policy Initiative: MSME 
Development Act 2006Development Act 2006

1.1. Decisively defines the MSME by Plant and Machinery (P&M) Decisively defines the MSME by Plant and Machinery (P&M) 
investmentinvestment

•• Allowances for inherently smaller investment of service Allowances for inherently smaller investment of service 
enterpriseenterprise

•• New definition expanded P&M limitsNew definition expanded P&M limits

2.2. Composition of the National Board for MSME with a very clear Composition of the National Board for MSME with a very clear 
mandate and long run objectivemandate and long run objective

•• Managing cluster development, training entrepreneurs,  Managing cluster development, training entrepreneurs,  
developing infrastructure and promoting financial accessdeveloping infrastructure and promoting financial access

Micro manufacturingMicro manufacturing < 25 lakhs< 25 lakhs Micro ServiceMicro Service < 10 lakhs< 10 lakhs

Small manufacturingSmall manufacturing < 5 crores< 5 crores Small ServiceSmall Service < 2 crores< 2 crores

Medium manufacturingMedium manufacturing < 10 crores< 10 crores Medium ServiceMedium Service < 5 crores< 5 crores
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Recent Major Policy Initiative: MSME Recent Major Policy Initiative: MSME 
Development Act 2006Development Act 2006

3.3. Simplifies registration process for new Simplifies registration process for new MSMEsMSMEs
•• Previous time consuming process replaced by simpler Filing of Previous time consuming process replaced by simpler Filing of 

MemorandaMemoranda
•• Intention of encouraging formalization of informal enterprisesIntention of encouraging formalization of informal enterprises
•• New process relieves District Industry Centers (New process relieves District Industry Centers (DICsDICs) of admin ) of admin 

burdenburden

4.4. Substantially increases the penalties for late paymentSubstantially increases the penalties for late payment
•• A major working capital constraint on MSME stems from large A major working capital constraint on MSME stems from large 

companies delaying payment to smaller suppliercompanies delaying payment to smaller supplier
•• Act imposes stringent deadlines to ensure smooth cash flow to Act imposes stringent deadlines to ensure smooth cash flow to 

MSMEMSME
•• All payments to be made within 45 days or pay compound All payments to be made within 45 days or pay compound 

interest rate which is 3 times bank rate notified by RBIinterest rate which is 3 times bank rate notified by RBI
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Recent Major Policy Initiative: MSME Recent Major Policy Initiative: MSME 
Development Act 2006Development Act 2006

5.5. Sets agenda for specific future policiesSets agenda for specific future policies

a.a. Procurement Preference PolicyProcurement Preference Policy: guide government : guide government 
bodies on how much of their supplies should be bodies on how much of their supplies should be 
purchased from purchased from MSMEsMSMEs

b.b. Close of Business PolicyClose of Business Policy (Exit Policy): regulate (Exit Policy): regulate 
liquidation of sick or weak unitsliquidation of sick or weak units
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Lingering Debates: MSME Development Act 2006Lingering Debates: MSME Development Act 2006

1.1. Expansion of P&M limits expands the priority sectorExpansion of P&M limits expands the priority sector
•• Bank pick larger borrowers to meet 40% priority lending Bank pick larger borrowers to meet 40% priority lending 

targettarget
•• This effectively This effectively crowds out smaller firmscrowds out smaller firms from priority from priority 

lendinglending
•• Indian Federation of Tiny Enterprises (IFTE) proposes that Indian Federation of Tiny Enterprises (IFTE) proposes that 

tiny, small and medium enterprises have their own tiny, small and medium enterprises have their own 
separate priority packageseparate priority package

2.2. Enterprises with net worth of less then 10 crores cannot Enterprises with net worth of less then 10 crores cannot 
access stock market therefore cannot access capital easilyaccess stock market therefore cannot access capital easily

•• MSMEsMSMEs often borrow from banks at rates higher than PLRoften borrow from banks at rates higher than PLR
•• Larger businesses bargain and borrow at rates lower than Larger businesses bargain and borrow at rates lower than 

PLRPLR
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Lingering Debates: MSME Development Act 2006Lingering Debates: MSME Development Act 2006

3.3. Act notes the need for Act notes the need for Procurement Preference PoliciesProcurement Preference Policies but but 
such policies are such policies are not specified yetnot specified yet

•• Federation of Association of Cottage and Small Industries (FACSIFederation of Association of Cottage and Small Industries (FACSI) ) 
proposes separate preference polices for micro or small (visproposes separate preference polices for micro or small (vis--àà--vis vis 
medium) enterprises to guarantee government procurementmedium) enterprises to guarantee government procurement

•• Many womenMany women’’s organizations argue for specific quotas for women s organizations argue for specific quotas for women 
run enterprisesrun enterprises

4.4. Many legal debates regarding the upcoming Closure of Many legal debates regarding the upcoming Closure of 
Business Policy (Business Policy (CoBCoB))

•• EitherEither: Expedient closure process can ensure that inefficient : Expedient closure process can ensure that inefficient 
investment  is redirected to more efficient businessinvestment  is redirected to more efficient business

•• OrOr: : CoBCoB should remain restricted to prevention of should remain restricted to prevention of 
mismanagement and irresponsible business practicesmismanagement and irresponsible business practices

•• Who takes priority in Who takes priority in CoBCoB cases: owners? Shareholders? cases: owners? Shareholders? 
Employers etc.Employers etc.

T
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Lingering Debates: MSME Development Act 2006Lingering Debates: MSME Development Act 2006

5.5. The Act lacks substantial labor policyThe Act lacks substantial labor policy
"" Act should include provisions for more flexible employment Act should include provisions for more flexible employment 

policiespolicies
"" Act should regulate/encourage better labor practices e.g. minimuAct should regulate/encourage better labor practices e.g. minimum m 

wage, employee benefits and stable work environmentwage, employee benefits and stable work environment

6.6. No provisions to promote female entrepreneurs despite 11No provisions to promote female entrepreneurs despite 11thth

Five Year Plan (2007) clear objective Five Year Plan (2007) clear objective 
"" Women entrepreneurs face several obstacles to finance, market, Women entrepreneurs face several obstacles to finance, market, 

informationinformation
"" Suggested policies: Reshaping the Procurement Preference Suggested policies: Reshaping the Procurement Preference 

Policy; creation of shared facilities for female employees/businPolicy; creation of shared facilities for female employees/business ess 
women such as day care;  single window interface to reduce women such as day care;  single window interface to reduce 
information gapinformation gap
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Study effect of state outlays on stateStudy effect of state outlays on state--
level MSME outcomeslevel MSME outcomes

!! Specific state outlays and subsidiesSpecific state outlays and subsidies
1.1. Total financial subsidy to SSI sectorTotal financial subsidy to SSI sector
2.2. Total state investment in industrial parksTotal state investment in industrial parks
3.3. Total number of clusters and industrial parksTotal number of clusters and industrial parks
4.4. Total state expenditure to support technology in SSI sectorTotal state expenditure to support technology in SSI sector

•• These are actual outlays (These are actual outlays (de factode facto policies) and the effect policies) and the effect 
is studied at an aggregate levelis studied at an aggregate level

–– Later presentations identify stateLater presentations identify state--level level de jurede jure policies along policies along 
more dimensionsmore dimensions

•• Performance of MSME sector in a state is measured byPerformance of MSME sector in a state is measured by
1.1. Total number of SSI unitsTotal number of SSI units
2.2. Total output Total output 
3.3. Total employmentTotal employment
4.4. Total exportsTotal exports

•• Later presentations analyze outcomes at individual and Later presentations analyze outcomes at individual and 
firm level for more recent yearsfirm level for more recent years
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Control for state characteristicsControl for state characteristics

•• Performance of MSME is also impacted by other state Performance of MSME is also impacted by other state 
characteristics:characteristics:

1.1. State GDPState GDP
2.2. State populationState population
3.3. State literacy rateState literacy rate
4.4. Total annual expenditure on infrastructureTotal annual expenditure on infrastructure
5.5. Average labor cost per many day workedAverage labor cost per many day worked
6.6. Total number of bank branches and officesTotal number of bank branches and offices
7.7. Per capita tax (Direct +Indirect)Per capita tax (Direct +Indirect)
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Use annual data up to 2002Use annual data up to 2002
1.1. 35 states and Union Territories35 states and Union Territories

2.2. Annual data for years 1991Annual data for years 1991--20022002

3.3. Data source: Data source: 
•• All India Census of SSIAll India Census of SSI
•• Annual Reports, Ministry of MSME, Annual Reports, Ministry of MSME, 

Government of IndiaGovernment of India
•• Website: Ministry of MSME, Government of Website: Ministry of MSME, Government of 

IndiaIndia
•• Indiastat.comIndiastat.com
•• Central Statistical Organization, National Central Statistical Organization, National 

Accounts StatisticsAccounts Statistics
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Aggregate effects of state outlays minimalAggregate effects of state outlays minimal

Total Financial Total Financial 
SubsidySubsidy

Industrial Park Industrial Park 
Investment Investment 

Number of Number of 
clusters/parksclusters/parks

Expenditure on Expenditure on 
technology technology 
supportsupport

Number of Number of 
unitsunits

Negative**Negative** No effectNo effect No effectNo effect No effectNo effect

Total outputTotal output Negative**Negative** No effectNo effect No effectNo effect No effectNo effect

Total Total 
employmentemployment

Negative**Negative** No effectNo effect No effectNo effect No effectNo effect

Total ExportsTotal Exports No effectNo effect No effectNo effect Positive*Positive* Positive*Positive*

•• Need to search for effects at a more disaggregated policy Need to search for effects at a more disaggregated policy level         level         
and unit of analysis, which later presentations will doand unit of analysis, which later presentations will do
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Bank branches and infrastructure Bank branches and infrastructure 
expenditure affect aggregate outcomesexpenditure affect aggregate outcomes

State State 
P.C.GDPP.C.GDP

Literacy Literacy 
RateRate

InfraInfra--
structure structure 
expenditureexpenditure

Labor Labor 
Cost per Cost per 
dayday

Number Number 
of bank of bank 
branchesbranches

No effectNo effect Positive**Positive**

Positive**Positive**

Positive**Positive**

Positive**Positive**

No effectNo effect

No effectNo effect

No effectNo effect

Total Total 
taxestaxes

Number of Number of 
unitsunits

Positive**Positive** No effectNo effect Positive**Positive** No effectNo effect

Total outputTotal output No effectNo effect No effectNo effect Positive**Positive** No effectNo effect

Total Total 
employmentemployment

No effectNo effect No effectNo effect No effectNo effect No effectNo effect

Total ExportsTotal Exports No effectNo effect No effectNo effect Positive**Positive** Negative*Negative*
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Public Private Partnerships in Infrastructure Public Private Partnerships in Infrastructure 
((PPIsPPIs) are relevant to entrepreneurship) are relevant to entrepreneurship

Policies Policies 
relevant to relevant to 
PPIPPI

Impacts Impacts 
InfrastructureInfrastructure

Influences Influences 
economyeconomy--wide wide 
entrepreneurshipentrepreneurship

Infrastructure Infrastructure 
becomes engine of becomes engine of 
entrepreneurshipentrepreneurship
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Present an overview of ongoing researchPresent an overview of ongoing research

!! A framework to capture the complexities of A framework to capture the complexities of 
PPIPPI

!! An overview of the Indian PPI landscapeAn overview of the Indian PPI landscape

!! A sense of where this research is headedA sense of where this research is headed

!! Later panel explores infrastructure as an Later panel explores infrastructure as an 
engine of entrepreneurshipengine of entrepreneurship
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PPIsPPIs go beyond providing fundsgo beyond providing funds

!! Enable the public sector to respond to Enable the public sector to respond to 
infrastructure needsinfrastructure needs

"" India faces a shortfall of $190bn in financing key India faces a shortfall of $190bn in financing key 
infrastructureinfrastructure

!! Promote capital market development Promote capital market development 

!! Facilitate improvements in performance and Facilitate improvements in performance and 
efficiencyefficiency

"" Private sector management expertise and new Private sector management expertise and new 
technologytechnology

"" Incentives for tariff discipline and selfIncentives for tariff discipline and self--sustainability of sustainability of 
utilitiesutilities
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But political risks and institutional But political risks and institutional 
inadequacies can hinder PPIinadequacies can hinder PPI

!! Sectors such as water inherently more Sectors such as water inherently more ““publicpublic””
"" Strong opposition to any form of privatization Strong opposition to any form of privatization 
"" Distorted tariffs makes private investment nonDistorted tariffs makes private investment non--viableviable

!! Inadequacy of domestic credit marketInadequacy of domestic credit market

!! Inadequacy of public institutions Inadequacy of public institutions 
"" Weak ability to manage the PPI process or control Weak ability to manage the PPI process or control 

monopoly powermonopoly power

!! Limited private returns on investments for some Limited private returns on investments for some 
sectorssectors

"" Capital intensive, with large fixed costs sunk in assetsCapital intensive, with large fixed costs sunk in assets
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Infrastructure sectors vary in Infrastructure sectors vary in 
political risk of introducing political risk of introducing PPIsPPIs

Degree of political sensitivity

Water & 
Sanitation

Ports, 
Airports & 

Roads 
Telecom Energy

Potential for costs not reflecting tariffs
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PPI types differ in extent of PPI types differ in extent of 
private sector involvementprivate sector involvement

Private Private 
management management 
& operation& operation

Private entity Private entity 
assumes full assumes full 
commercial commercial 
riskrisk

Private entity Private entity 
commits new  commits new  
investment investment 
capitalcapital

Specified Specified 
contract contract 
period period 

Full or partial Full or partial 
private private 
ownershipownership

Management Management 
contractcontract !! !!
Lease contractLease contract

!! !! !!
Greenfield Greenfield 
projects/projects/
concessionsconcessions !! !! !! !!
DivestitureDivestiture

!! !! !! !!
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PPI types ranked by degree ofPPI types ranked by degree of
private ownershipprivate ownership

Management Management 
contractcontract

DivestituresDivestituresGreenfield Greenfield 
projectsprojects

Lease Lease 
contractcontract

Level of private investment / capital

Level of private commercial risk
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Brazil (12%)

Argentina (17.6%)

India (4.4%)

Mexico (7.2%)

China (1.7%)

Russian Federation (4.9%)

Malaysia (14.2%)

Philippines (23.7%)

Indonesia (7.2%)

Turkey (7.2%)

0 100000 200000 300000
Total PPI in millions of US$  (1980 - 2007)

Average PPI as a percentage of Gross Fixed Capital Formation in parenthesis
Top ten with the highest PPI in millions of US$ (1980-2007)

India: PPI amount in top tenIndia: PPI amount in top ten
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India:  PPI increasing since 1990India:  PPI increasing since 1990
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India: PPI mostly concentrated in telecomIndia: PPI mostly concentrated in telecom

31.5%

45.5%

22.7%

Energy Telecom
Transport Water and sewerage

Total PPI investment in millions of US$ by primary sector
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India: Greenfield projects dominateIndia: Greenfield projects dominate

14.8%

5.6%

79.7%

Concession Divestiture
Greenfield project Management and lease contract

Total PPI investment in millions of US$ by PPI type
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Future workFuture work

!! In a crossIn a cross--country context, identify policies country context, identify policies 
that aid PPIthat aid PPI
""Focus on specific economic Focus on specific economic 

mechanisms relevant to sectormechanisms relevant to sector--PPI type PPI type 
combinationcombination

!! Identify best practices in policymaking and Identify best practices in policymaking and 
assess relevance for Indiaassess relevance for India

!! Study impact of PPI on Study impact of PPI on SMEsSMEs in in 
infrastructure sectorsinfrastructure sectors
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SME Sector:  A key component SME Sector:  A key component 
of the Indian economyof the Indian economy

!! Contribution of SMEs to Indian economy:Contribution of SMEs to Indian economy:

!! Innovation is key for SME growthInnovation is key for SME growth
"" Better ability to compete in existing Better ability to compete in existing 

marketsmarkets
"" Ability to enter and develop new marketsAbility to enter and develop new markets

IndicatorsIndicators %% YearYear
SME growth in productionSME growth in production 18.018.0 20062006--0707
Share of SME in total GDP (current prices)Share of SME in total GDP (current prices) 15.515.5 20062006--0707
SME Exports in India's total exportSME Exports in India's total export 33.933.9 20052005--0606
SME Share in Industrial ProductionSME Share in Industrial Production 38.838.8 20032003--0404
SME Employment in total Industry EmploymentSME Employment in total Industry Employment 34.934.9 20052005--0606
Source: Ministry of MSME & CSOSource: Ministry of MSME & CSO
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Innovation has been studied in Innovation has been studied in 
many countriesmany countries

!! Surveys from Malaysia, UK, & US provide Surveys from Malaysia, UK, & US provide 
information oninformation on
"" Innovations in products and processesInnovations in products and processes
"" Employee skills and managerial adaptationsEmployee skills and managerial adaptations
"" Use of technology, computers etc.Use of technology, computers etc.

!! A 2007 National Knowledge Commission study A 2007 National Knowledge Commission study 
examines innovation in Indiaexamines innovation in India
"" Interview 78 SMEsInterview 78 SMEs
"" SMEs value innovation highlySMEs value innovation highly
"" SMEs face fewer bottlenecks than larger firmsSMEs face fewer bottlenecks than larger firms
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Our survey on innovation seeks to Our survey on innovation seeks to 
bridge knowledge gap in Indiabridge knowledge gap in India

!! Objective is to measure innovation in firms across a Objective is to measure innovation in firms across a 
range of different industry clusters to identifyrange of different industry clusters to identify
"" If SMEs systematically engage in innovationIf SMEs systematically engage in innovation
"" The types of SMEs (by firm attributes such as The types of SMEs (by firm attributes such as 

size, industry, etc.) that engage in innovationsize, industry, etc.) that engage in innovation
"" Where innovation takes placeWhere innovation takes place
"" The role of policy and business environment in The role of policy and business environment in 

fostering innovation and growthfostering innovation and growth
"" The role of financial literacy and risk preferenceThe role of financial literacy and risk preference
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Innovation is related to technology Innovation is related to technology 
use and knowledge strategyuse and knowledge strategy

!! We gather information on We gather information on 
""Fraction of labor force using computersFraction of labor force using computers
""Access to InternetAccess to Internet
""Overt commitment to technology use or Overt commitment to technology use or 

knowledge creationknowledge creation
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Nature of innovationNature of innovation

!! Type of innovation Type of innovation –– services, product, processservices, product, process

!! Reasons for not innovating (e.g. lack of competition) Reasons for not innovating (e.g. lack of competition) 

!! Strategies to foster innovationStrategies to foster innovation
"" Expenditure on R&D, acquiring firms etc.Expenditure on R&D, acquiring firms etc.
"" Applying for patents, copyrights, trademarks, etc.Applying for patents, copyrights, trademarks, etc.

!! Source for innovationSource for innovation
"" Within the firm, markets, institutional connectionsWithin the firm, markets, institutional connections
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Business and policy environmentBusiness and policy environment
!! Business and policy environment affect SME location, Business and policy environment affect SME location, 

innovation, growthinnovation, growth

!! What does SME location depend on?What does SME location depend on?
"" Nature of business Nature of business 

!! Size of market, level of competition, etc.Size of market, level of competition, etc.
"" PolicyPolicy

!! Tax rebates, subsidies, Single Window Clearance, Tax rebates, subsidies, Single Window Clearance, 
etc.etc.

!! Policies that aid innovationPolicies that aid innovation
"" Infrastructure, labor, finance, tax and tariff subsidies, Infrastructure, labor, finance, tax and tariff subsidies, 

etc.etc.
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Survey in progressSurvey in progress

!! Select 500 SMEs in Select 500 SMEs in 
each cityeach city

!! List from Dun & List from Dun & 
BradstreetBradstreet

!! Largest employersLargest employers

!! Mix of manufacturing Mix of manufacturing 
and service firms Dun and service firms Dun 
and Bradstreet listand Bradstreet list

!! Focus on cities with Focus on cities with 
concentration of specific concentration of specific 
industriesindustries
"" Bangalore:  IT & ITESBangalore:  IT & ITES
"" Hyderabad:  Hyderabad:  

HealthcareHealthcare
"" Chennai:  Auto Chennai:  Auto 

componentscomponents
"" Indore:  ManufacturingIndore:  Manufacturing
"" Mysore:  Retail tradeMysore:  Retail trade
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Future workFuture work

!! Study responses to refine survey questionsStudy responses to refine survey questions

!! Analyze responses to identifyAnalyze responses to identify
"" Drivers of and barriers to SME innovationDrivers of and barriers to SME innovation
"" Innovative sectors within the SME domainInnovative sectors within the SME domain

!! Conduct survey using representative sampleConduct survey using representative sample
"" StateState--level stratified random sampling design level stratified random sampling design 

using MSME censususing MSME census
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What is Single Window Clearance?What is Single Window Clearance?

! Single clearing center for starting new business or 
new projects by existing businesses
"Use of a composite application form, e.g. Assam
"Online facility or e-governance system,             

e.g. Maharashtra

! In some instances, consolidation of authority for a 
variety of permits and licenses under a single body
" Typically empowered committees at district/state 

level, e.g. Kerala, MP
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Policy QuestionsPolicy Questions

!! What are the effects of single window clearance What are the effects of single window clearance 
(SWC) on (SWC) on 
"" Growth in number of firms in manufacturing Growth in number of firms in manufacturing 

sector?sector?
"" Existing manufacturing firms?Existing manufacturing firms?

!! Regulatory burdenRegulatory burden
!! SalesSales
!! AssetsAssets
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How can SWC affect number of firms How can SWC affect number of firms 
and performance of existing firms?and performance of existing firms?

!! Reduce regulatory burden and costs of entryReduce regulatory burden and costs of entry
"" Promote new firm entryPromote new firm entry
"" Enable existing firms to devote more resources to Enable existing firms to devote more resources to 

productive activities productive activities 

!! Concentrate regulatory power in the hands of a single entityConcentrate regulatory power in the hands of a single entity
"" Create barriers for entry of new firmsCreate barriers for entry of new firms
"" Create barriers for expansion of existing firmsCreate barriers for expansion of existing firms

!! Entry of new firms can have indirect effects on existing firmsEntry of new firms can have indirect effects on existing firms
"" More competition means less growth in salesMore competition means less growth in sales
"" More competition means high productivityMore competition means high productivity
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Adoption of SWC reforms has Adoption of SWC reforms has 
increased over timeincreased over time
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Which states were early and late adopters?Which states were early and late adopters?

!! Early Adopters (before 2000) Early Adopters (before 2000) 
"" West Bengal, Assam, Rajasthan, Uttar PradeshWest Bengal, Assam, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh

!! Average Adopters (2000 to 2004)Average Adopters (2000 to 2004)
"" Kerala, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Kerala, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, 

Tamil Nadu, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Tamil Nadu, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya 
Pradesh, Orissa  Pradesh, Orissa  

!! Late Adopters (after 2004)Late Adopters (after 2004)
"" Haryana, Punjab, Chandigarh, Bihar, Haryana, Punjab, Chandigarh, Bihar, 

MaharashtraMaharashtra
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Were early and late adopters on Were early and late adopters on 
different growth trajectories?different growth trajectories?
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Exposure to SWC positively associated Exposure to SWC positively associated 
with growth in number of firmswith growth in number of firms

Source: Author calculation based on NSS reports and 

Annual Survey of Industries

% % Change,Change, totaltotal firms (est.)firms (est.)
2000 2000 -- 20052005

Firms in:Firms in: Less than 10 Less than 10 
workers workers 

More than 10 More than 10 
workersworkers

Early StatesEarly States 0.65%   0.65%   14.03 %14.03 %

13.3% 13.3% 

4.7% 4.7% 

Average StatesAverage States 0.50% 0.50% 

Late StatesLate States --3.51% 3.51% 

Most 
Exposure 
to SWC

No 
Exposure 
to SWC
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SWC SWC reforms cut regulatory burden reforms cut regulatory burden 
among existing firmsamong existing firms

!! Used panel data from World Bank Enterprise Used panel data from World Bank Enterprise 
SurveysSurveys
"" Firms surveyed in 2002 and 2005Firms surveyed in 2002 and 2005

!! Overall, all firms in the sample spent less Overall, all firms in the sample spent less 
managerial time dealing with regulationsmanagerial time dealing with regulations

!! Biggest change was experienced by firms in states Biggest change was experienced by firms in states 
that implemented SWC reformsthat implemented SWC reforms
"" About 5% less time spent on regulationsAbout 5% less time spent on regulations
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SWC SWC exposure is positively related to exposure is positively related to 
sales and asset growthsales and asset growth

Source: Author calculation based on panel data from World Bank 
Enterprise Survey 2002 and 2005

FirmFirms in:s in:

% % Change, Total Change, Total 
Sales Sales 

2002 2002 -- 20042004

% % Change, Total Change, Total 
AssetsAssets

2002 2002 -- 20042004
Early StatesEarly States
(pre 2002)(pre 2002)

39. 3%***   39. 3%***   20.4%** 20.4%** 

17.4%17.4%

14.0%14.0%

Average StatesAverage States
(200(20022--20020044))

27.5%**27.5%**

Late States: No Late States: No 
SWCSWC
(after 200(after 20044))

18.7%18.7%
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ConclusionsConclusions

!! SWC may decrease regulatory burden and spur SWC may decrease regulatory burden and spur 
growth of manufacturing sectorgrowth of manufacturing sector

!! Both new and existing firms might benefit from SWC Both new and existing firms might benefit from SWC 
policiespolicies

!! SWC policies most likely to benefit larger firms in SWC policies most likely to benefit larger firms in 
the organized sector the organized sector 
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Connect stateConnect state--level initiatives with level initiatives with 
entrepreneurial outcomesentrepreneurial outcomes

!! As seen earlier, we construct As seen earlier, we construct a matrix of statea matrix of state--level level 
industrial policiesindustrial policies
"" Based on a wideBased on a wide--ranging review of industrial ranging review of industrial 

policy documentationpolicy documentation

!! Research question: Research question: How are these policies How are these policies 
connected to entrepreneurial outcomes?connected to entrepreneurial outcomes?
"" As reported in the Global Entrepreneurship As reported in the Global Entrepreneurship 

Monitor (GEM) surveyMonitor (GEM) survey
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GEM focuses on the GEM focuses on the 
individual entrepreneurindividual entrepreneur

!! Have seen effect of single window clearance on firms Have seen effect of single window clearance on firms 
from Enterprise Survey (ES)from Enterprise Survey (ES)

!! Get a different perspective here on the effect of Get a different perspective here on the effect of 
policies on policies on individualsindividuals

!! Can assess if policies influence individuals and Can assess if policies influence individuals and 
established firms in a similar wayestablished firms in a similar way
"" That is, does the same set of policies work for That is, does the same set of policies work for 

both groups?both groups?
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Focus on 15 states with adequate Focus on 15 states with adequate 
entrepreneurial activity and dataentrepreneurial activity and data

• Andhra Pradesh

• Assam

• Bihar

• Gujarat

• Haryana

• Karnataka

• Kerala 

• Madhya Pradesh

• Maharashtra

• Orissa

• Punjab

• Rajasthan

• Uttar Pradesh

• Tamil Nadu

• West Bengal
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Group policy initiatives by those Group policy initiatives by those 
geared towards individualsgeared towards individuals……

!! Human capital & technology assistanceHuman capital & technology assistance
""Technical assistance, assistance for ISO Technical assistance, assistance for ISO 

certification, R&D subsidy, marketing certification, R&D subsidy, marketing 
assistanceassistance

!! Subsidy for capital & financingSubsidy for capital & financing

!! Special treatment of individualsSpecial treatment of individuals
""Subsidy for women, SC/ST entrepreneursSubsidy for women, SC/ST entrepreneurs
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……and those geared towards industryand those geared towards industry

!! OpennessOpenness

"" Export subsidy, FDI subsidyExport subsidy, FDI subsidy

!! Incentives for Special Economic Zones (Incentives for Special Economic Zones (SEZsSEZs))

!! Single Window Clearance (SWC) policySingle Window Clearance (SWC) policy

!! Policies to improve business environmentPolicies to improve business environment

"" Lower stamp duty, flexible labor regulation, Lower stamp duty, flexible labor regulation, 
businessbusiness--friendly subsidiesfriendly subsidies

!! Special treatment of industrySpecial treatment of industry

"" Subsidy for taxes, power, land, sick industries, and Subsidy for taxes, power, land, sick industries, and 
environmental impact, support for infrastructure, environmental impact, support for infrastructure, 
target industry, incentives for technology clusterstarget industry, incentives for technology clusters
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Use entrepreneurial outcomes from Use entrepreneurial outcomes from 
GEM Adult Population Survey, 2006GEM Adult Population Survey, 2006

Outcome!MeasureOutcome!Measure What!it!capturesWhat!it!captures

Total!Entrepreneurial!ActivityTotal!Entrepreneurial!Activity Respondent!Respondent!currentlycurrently trying!to!trying!to!
start!a!new!busistart!a!new!business!independent!ness!independent!
of!work,!of!work,!trying!to!start!a!netrying!to!start!a!new!w!
business!as!part!of!work,!or!owns!business!as!part!of!work,!or!owns!
or!managesor!manages a!a!new!businessnew!business

Future!EntrepreneurshipFuture!Entrepreneurship Also!includes!Also!includes!rrespondentespondent planplanss to!to!
be!involved!in!any!be!involved!in!any!
entrepreneurial!activity!in!the!entrepreneurial!activity!in!the!
near!futurenear!future

Good!OpportunityGood!Opportunity Respondent!agrees!that!there!Respondent!agrees!that!there!
will!be!good!opportunities!for!will!be!good!opportunities!for!
startups!in!the!next!six!monthsstartups!in!the!next!six!months
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Individuals respond better to Individuals respond better to 
policies geared towards thempolicies geared towards them

Policy!groupPolicy!group Association!with!entrepreneurial!Association!with!entrepreneurial!
outcomesoutcomes

Human!capital!&!technology!Human!capital!&!technology!
assistanceassistance

PositivePositive for!current!and!future!for!current!and!future!
entrepreneurshipentrepreneurship

Subsidy!for!capital!&!financingSubsidy!for!capital!&!financing PositivePositive for!all!three!measuresfor!all!three!measures

Special!treatment!of!individualsSpecial!treatment!of!individuals PositivePositive for!all!three!measuresfor!all!three!measures
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Individual response to industryIndividual response to industry--
level policies is mixedlevel policies is mixed

Policy!groupPolicy!group Association!with!entrepreneurial!Association!with!entrepreneurial!
outcomesoutcomes

OpennessOpenness NegativeNegative for!perceptions!of!good!for!perceptions!of!good!
opportunityopportunity

Special!treatment!of!industrySpecial!treatment!of!industry NegativeNegative for!all!three!measuresfor!all!three!measures

SEZsSEZs Positive!Positive!only!for!future!only!for!future!
entrepreneurshipentrepreneurship

SSingle!Window!Clearanceingle!Window!Clearance NegativeNegative for!current!and!future!for!current!and!future!
entrepreneurshipentrepreneurship

Business!environmentBusiness!environment PositivePositive only!for!perceptions!of!only!for!perceptions!of!
good!opportunitygood!opportunity
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We can group states by We can group states by 
effectiveness of policieseffectiveness of policies

EffectivenessEffectiveness Future Future 
EntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurship

Good opportunityGood opportunity

HighHigh Gujarat, Gujarat, 
Maharashtra, Maharashtra, 
KarnatakaKarnataka

Kerala, Karnataka, Kerala, Karnataka, 
Tamil Nadu, West Tamil Nadu, West 
BengalBengal

MediumMedium Assam, Tamil Assam, Tamil 
Nadu, Kerala, Uttar Nadu, Kerala, Uttar 
Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Andhra 
Pradesh, West Pradesh, West 
Bengal, Madhya Bengal, Madhya 
Pradesh, HaryanaPradesh, Haryana

Bihar, Assam, Bihar, Assam, 
Uttar Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, 
Madhya Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, 
Maharashtra, Maharashtra, 
Gujarat, Andhra Gujarat, Andhra 
PradeshPradesh

LowLow Bihar, Orissa, Bihar, Orissa, 
Rajasthan, PunjabRajasthan, Punjab

Rajasthan, Orissa, Rajasthan, Orissa, 
Haryana, PunjabHaryana, Punjab
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Different policies aid firms and Different policies aid firms and 
individual entrepreneursindividual entrepreneurs

!! Would not be correct to conclude that policies such as Would not be correct to conclude that policies such as 
openness, SWC, openness, SWC, hurthurt entrepreneurshipentrepreneurship

"" For instance, SWC positively associated with sales For instance, SWC positively associated with sales 
and assets in sample of established firms (using and assets in sample of established firms (using 
Enterprise Survey)Enterprise Survey)

!! But might need to target policies But might need to target policies 
"" For individuals For individuals vsvs established firmsestablished firms

!! We also find knowing other entrepreneurs highly We also find knowing other entrepreneurs highly 
influentialinfluential

"" Local governments could play crucial role in Local governments could play crucial role in 
connecting potential and current entrepreneursconnecting potential and current entrepreneurs
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